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Definition of homology manifold with boundary (').
Let K be a locally finite simplicial complex and let a be a simplex of K. We define the subcomplexes of K as follows. We write by K\ K", the first and the second barycentric subdivisions of K.
Let M be a locally finite full simplicial complex of dimension n. We say that M is a homology manifold of dimension n if the following equivalent condition holds : The definition is invariant by the PL-homeomorphism in the category of simplicial complexes.
Proof. -It is compact because M is locally finite. Let r be a qsimplex of Lk(a,M). We have Using this we will prove the followings. By lemma 2, for psimplex a, Lk(a ,M) is a homology manifold and we can define 3U(a,M).
2 ) .
PROPOSITION 5. -// 3M ^= 0, 3M is a sub complex and is an {n -1 ^dimensional homology manifold without boundary.
We prove that lemma 4 for n = k implies proposition 5 for n = k and proposition 5 for n < k implies lemma 4 for n = k + 1. Since lemma 4 holds for n = 1, we can continue by induction.
Lemma 4^^ => Proposition 5^^ . Let o be a p-simplex of 3M and let OQ < a. Then we can write a = a^a^ . We have it is equivalent to that r belongs to 9Lk(a,M). Hence the complex LA:(or,8M) co'incides with 3LA:(a,M). By lemma 4^, we have H,(3LA;(a,M)) = H^S^""^"
2 ), which shows that 3M is a (A: -1)-dimensional homology manifold without boundary.
Proposition 5^^ =^ Lemma 4^^+^ Let M be a homology manifold of dimension k + 1. Let a be a p-simplex of M. By lemma 2, 
Cell decomposition of a homology manifold.
We mean by a homology cell (resp. pscudo homology cell) of dimension n or homology /t-cell (resp. pseudo homology ^-cell) a compact contractible (resp. acyclic) homology manifold of dimension n with a boundary, the boundary being a homology sphere but not necessarily simply connected. A (pseudo) homology cell complex is a complex K with a locally finite family of (pseudo) homology cells C ={CoJ, such that :
If a homology manifold M has a (pseudo) homology cell complex structure, we call it a (pseudo) cellular decomposition of M. Two (pseudo) homology cell complexes K == U C^, K' = U C^ are isomorphic if there exists a bijection k : C -> C' such that both k and k~1 are incidence preserving. In such a case we say that they are cellularly equivalent. Remark here that / and g can easily be seen to be homotopy equivalences. Further we have the exact sequence
which shows that^(
Since w(/^p = w(/{2}) = w(/{i ,2}) = °» we have ^t/) = 0. r > 3, we can repeat this argument, which shows that / is a simple homotopy equivalence for any r. Now let a be a simplex of a locally finite simplicial complex K. We denote by by G K' its bary center. We define dualcomplex D(a) and its subcomplex 5D(a) which are subcomplexes of K' by
The followings are easy to see. where ^ denotes that both sides are PL-homeomorphic and let
be the PL-homeomorphism, which we call the trivialization of §D((7,M'). If a is not in 8M, 6D(a,M') is a homology manifold whose homology groups are isomorphic to those of S"" 1 , boundary being empty. If a G 3M, 8D(a ,M^) is an acyclic homology manifold with the boundary Lk(a,QM") which is PL-homeomorphic to aU:(a,,M) x D"'^ U(3Lfe(a,,M) * (pt.)) x S"'"'" 1 
M^=M(,_^UM,

PL-homology spheres.
We call an /2-dimensional homology manifold whose homology groups are isomorphic to those of S" a homology ^-sphere or homology sphere of dimension n. If it is a PL-manifold, it is called a PLhomology /2-sphere.
If dimension is smaller than 3, a homology sphere is the natural sphere. And so any 3-dimensional homology manifold is a PL-manifold. In order to study higher dimensional cases we define the group 9€ 3 .
Let X 3 be the set of oriented 3-dimensional PL-homology spheres. Note that any homology sphere is orientable. We say that H 3 
An obstruction to constructing PL-manifold.
Let M be a homology manifold of dimension greater than 4. We assume that the boundary 8M is a PL-manifold if it is not empty. As in § 2, it has the handle decomposition -M^=^M ' which has also the canonical homology cell complex structure. We want to construct a PL-manifold with a pseudo homology cell complex structure which is cellularly equivalent to M. Since M^) is a PLmanifold, a problem first arises when we attach handles of index 4.
Let a be an (n -4)-simplex in the interior of M. Then Lfe(a,M) is a 3-dimensional PL-homology sphere. Connecting a by a path from
